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Priceless tips and tricks to shopping on a budget, from America’ Now, in The Cheap Chica’ Fun
quizzes can help visitors define their design and budget. Today a go-to destination for women
eager for affordable fashion, the website has established Lilliana as a nationally recognized style
expert.s favorite frugal fashionistaStylish bargain-hunters have already been flocking to Lilliana
Vazquez’s CheapChicas.s Guide to create, Lilliana is spilling her secrets!com since 2008 for tips
and tricks on how best to shop smart, copy their favorite designer looks, and dress chic for less.
And Lilliana lays out the very best areas—from stores to flash-sale sites to their own closets— to
score stylish deals. Approachable and beautifully designed, The Cheap Chica’s Guideline to Style
is the must-have accessory for 2013 and beyond.
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Great for younger or development driven women 4 stars with a caveat. If you are already
perfectly informed about style, clothing fit and style, there isn't too much new here except it is a
modern approach. Or if you lean even more toward a capsule or minimalist closet, the majority
of the book can be not for you personally (although there are a few very helpful exhibits at the
end of reserve where she presents a selection of outfits using a set number of pieces or shows
how one piece could be put on in each season! Okay, but just a little disappointing Much of these
details was pretty basic.. Unless you love shopping if you don't know what you're getting and
where (or if you do love shopping). Also could be a helpful guide for women who have been
through a big weight reduction and who now have a fresh or renewed interest in fashion. If you
like nice clothing but don't wish to spend a month's rent on a pair of shoes. I really like her blog,
therefore was longing for some fresh suggestions. The reason I gave four celebrities instead of
five will there be are some errors that the editor should've captured before publishing. One that
comes to mind is the denim jeans size chart (no 31 is listed and 28 is detailed twice). The book (I
read the Kindle version) wasn't fraught with mistakes but there were several. I learnt so much
about shop options and it has opened up me up to a whole new retail world. I was searching for
a book to help me both whittle straight down a kind of eclectic wardrobe, and to build up a
collection of trend-proof basics. Super Helpful for the Fashion Clueless (like me) A complete
lifesaver for someone like me who got out of college a few years ago and continues to be racking
your brains on how to look for the new chapter in her professional life. I am about 3/4 method
through, and feel that I got my money's worth. Lilliana Vazquez teaches you:-What pieces to
invest even more on, and where you can save your money-How to determine your style-Where
to find inspiration-A handy set of trend-proof will need to have basics-Places where you can get a
bang for your buck-How to tell if an item is qualityShe also offers you exercises on collecting
fashion inspiration, that i had a blast doing on a favorite free web-centered pinboard site (leads
to "-curiosity"). And although I love blogs and websites, this reserve is great because all the
information on looking ideal for not very much is in one easily searchable place. By far, this is
one of the best books on style that I've examine, and the information in it really is trend-proof.
BRAVO! Great information for the sophisticated woman on a budget! My, where to begin, this
publication arrived quickly, was simply as described by the seller, and I am deeply in love with
this book, this reserve is indeed informative and fun to read, the writer includes a great easy and
flowing composing style, and We am loving this publication, it arrived quickly, was packaged
great for shipping and I love this book, anyone attempting to "come across" a helpful, fun, and
great book to help develop their own personal style should get this one, of all books that I have
gotten to help me get organized and help my to look and feel better on the subject of myself, this
is actually the one that I am really enjoying and moreover, can relate with. It's so well written
and includes actual true to life tips for extending your existing closet and developing an eye for
creativity when trying to improve your sense of design.cheapchicas. She also offers you several
exclusive websites.. That said, Lilliana has a great tone and friendly writing style. Five Stars
Interesting book Not for me For someone younger, hipper, richer than I am brilliant source of
info Amazingly informative.. This is simply not a dumbed down "fluff" style book.which has
opened up a whole " new world " of cheap chic searching for me personally....this is a
sophisticated, real-life guide for women ready to apply real tools to develop their style. I'm going
to buy a lot more copies for vacation gifts this year! I love this book!!! I am therefore happy that I
purchased this book.. (Y) I personally like the way she writes.. Ohmigosh! My new fashion Bible! I
picked this up randomly at the library and when I picked it up to learn, I just ended up reading it
cover to cover. Smart guidelines, secrets to shopping waiting for you and online, vintage clothes



buying and restyling old clothes, it's all here. She's at www. I can honestly say that I'm looking at
my closet of clothing so differently now and pairing up specific pieces that I by no means
considered coordinating before.com too. Feeling inspired to clean out my closet and make a list..
I would recommend this publication to everyone it really is a great publication and provides so
many helpful hints and and suggestions, it is a great book and prices an A++++ And I'm not
absolutely all that into fashion. Five Stars Great book! My favorite part is at the finish of the book
where she discusses throwing out the fashion rules and mixing different designs, etc. This is an
excellent book for a younger career woman just starting to work on her wardrobe or for those
who like to change things through to a budget. This reserve is highly recommended.). It's how I
personally like to gown and she did give me ideas. Also, on the kindle edition at least, I was
missing all the image inserts she was discussing, so I felt just a little left out. It was arranged well
though. Thanks. There's some great tips and tips inside.It's a viable reference publication for
clothing issues linked to care and design. The writer is very creative. great tips I found this book
full of great and useful tips. Occasionally I read books such as this and am just a little
disappointed like, yeah inform me something I don't already know, but I go through this one
quickly, cover to cover and can likely go back and re-read. Five Stars ms. This is exactly what I've
been searching for on sites like pinterest and style sites, but saved me therefore much research
time by putting everything in one book. I really trust her insight and she has lots of great tips.the
majority of which I had never also heard of. All of the style advice you need in a single place -
TIMELESS ADVICE! Bought Two I bought two, a single for my Gen Y daughter and something for
myself. Lilliana Vasquez! This reserve is well-written, obvious, and fun to read! So many guides
and exercises which has helped me out, from figuring out the wardrobe essentials I'm lacking
utilizing a checklist, to how to stretch a few functional pieces throughout the month, how to
clean and store your clothes so that they'll go longer, and how to figure out your own tastes and
make it work for your actual age and lifestyle. vasquez really understands her stuff.If you want
looking good, but aren't a fashionista (or if you are). i plan on trying her fashion advice.. A good
read. I got the kindle version though. Not the printing book.
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